Country Focus: THE UNITED KINGDOM

1. The UK’s Integrated Review of Security, Defence, Development and Foreign Policy
2. The Integrated Operating Concept

PLUS:
- Attack Helicopter Programmes in Europe
- Autonomous Warrior / Robotics on the Battlefield
- CBRN (5): Textiles
- CH-47 Modernisation in Europe
- Combat Supplies Management: POL, Water, Rations, Ammunition, Batteries
- Common European Frigate Programme Update
- Electrical power Generation & Storage at Sea
- FINABEL – European Army Interoperability
- Less Lethal Technology (2): Longer Range
- Long Range Imaging
- Military Assistant: MAC (A/C/P)
- Main Battle Tanks (MBT) in NATO
- NATO Deployment and Management in CEE
- Poland’s Defence Exports Ability and Acquisitions
- PMETS (Prot. Mob. Engr. & Tech. Sp.) Update
- Propulsion Options for Heavy Vehicles
- Protecting the Baltics
- Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs)
- Route Denial
- Sonar Developments
- Stealth at Sea
- Tank Gun & Ammo Developments: 120mm and above
- Transport Options for Heavy Armour in Europe
- Vehicle Batteries: Management and Developments